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Final five presidential candidates interviewed Friday 
by Crlckett Drake 
NEWS EDITOR 
Friday marks the final step in the choosing of the 
next UCF President. This date is also the last chance 
students, as well as faculty and business leaders, will 
have to voice their opinions towards the selection. 
Altman, Dr. Roy McTamaghan, Dr. Dale F. 
Nitzschke, Dr. Kala Stroup and Dr. James 
Woodward. 
The five were chosen from the last batch of 12. 
These 12 interviewed on campus with the UCF 
Search Advisory Committee. 
Each interview· was taped and is available for 
student viewing in the library. 
Overall, the UCF Search Advisory Committee feel 
the process has been efficient, fair and has produced 
the best candidates. 
In Ballroom A of the university Holiday Inn, the 
final five candidates will interview once more before 
the Board of Regents Selectfon Committee, the UCF 
Search Advisory Committee, business leaders and all 
other interested students, faculty and administra-
tors. 
The interviews will start at 8:30 a.m. 
After a selection process that began last December 
and several cuts, only five candidates remain in the 
running. These candidates include Dr. Steven 
As Dr. David Scott, chairman of the UCF Search 
SEE PRESIDENT PAGE 5 
The Campus Action for Animals group will now be in charge of the 
wetf are of the stray cats on campus. 
' 
Campus group aids in 
solving cat problem 
by Joelle Subourne 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Thanks to some concerned 
students and cooperative 
administrators, the end of the 
."The university bent 
over backwards to get 
this problem solved in 
an effective way." 
- Frank Andrews, 
Executive Director of 
the Orlando Humane 
Society 
campus cat problem is finally 
in sight. 
group Campus Action for Ani-
mals, has been agreed on and 
will be carried out, starting in 
early April. 
The proposal involves the 
university, the student group, 
and the Humane Society, in 
addition to local veterinarians. 
A university employee will 
be responsible for capturing 
the cats. Dr. Ashmun Brown, 
attorney for UCF, said, "This 
employee is also a graduate 
student in biology, and ex-
pressed an interest in doing 
this." Special cages that will 
not harm the cats will be set in 
certain spots on campus. The 
employee will take the trapped 
cats to the student group. If 
another animal such as a 
Presidential selection process · · -. 1 
Popper goes to anderbilt 
by Richard Finger 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The World's Largest Popcorn opper and 
Largest Box of Popcorn, designed by the UCF 
chapter of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), will be presented at an 
annual competition at Vanderbilt . 
F. Allan Schwarb Jr., a member of ASME, 
will be the present.er. The presentation will be 
made at the Old Guard Contest, an annual 
event he1d to "get engineers interested in prac-
tical application," Schwarb said. 
The project was initiated around Thanksgiv-
ing of last year. Ricky Richmond, teacher at 
Jones High School, came up with the idea of the 
popcorn popper. She wanted to combine math, 
science and engineering, while motivating stu-
dents. 
Faculty advisor for the project, UCF Profes-
sor Rod Henry and 18 mechanical and aero-
space students worked donating over 300 hours 
to research and designing the hot air popcorn 
machine. 
Experimental testing took place started in 
December. The temperature that causes 
the popcorn to pop was reached, as well as the 
volume of air. 
SEE POPCORN PAGE 7 
A solution, conceived by the. SEE CATS PAGE 5 This popcorn popper is the largest in the world and is the topic of presentation by ASME. 
SPORTS 
• The UCF baseball team 
celebrated its No. 28 rank-
ing by topping the 20th 
ranked Bulls for the sec-
ond consecutive Tuesday 
night. A UCF student wins 
a national title. 
CONFETTI 
•This week's cover story 
meets the Grand Drago , 
for the KKK. Also, a review 
of bands and old bands 
and Madonna sings the 
blues. Look at our rap 
Contest on page 8. 
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four UCF researchers 
by Joe Ferarl 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF, a school well noted for 
its · advances in high technol-
ogy, is the home of four of the 
top ten researchers in Florida 
as awarded by Governor 
Martinez. 
"High Technology is 
the way of the future 
and these scientists 
are paving the way ... " 
-Gov. Bob Martinez 
· Dr. Michael Moshell, Dr. 
Narsingh Deo, Dr. Donald 
Malocha and Dr. Karl Guen-
ther all received the Governors 
Award for Outstanding Con-
tributions to Science and Tech-
nology March 7 at the 
governor's mansion. 
Moshell works with the 
Institute for Simulation and 
Training "in the Central Flor-
ida Research Park. He devel-
ops computer graphics that 
simulate hazardous real-life 
activities such as tank warfare 
and fighter plane maneuvers. 
Moshell said, "This area of 
computer simulation also has 
• LE GARBAGE PAIL KIDS 
The latest export to France 
from the U.S. is not movies or 
clothing but Les Crados (The 
Dirty Ones), the french version 
of the Garbage Pail Kids, 
children's bubble-gum cards. 
Les Crados include charac-
ters such as Matthew Nose-
picker, Toilet Face Herve and 
Stinky Pit Letitia 
The cards have become a fad 
with french schoolchildren. 
Even though they were 
banned in some 'schools, 
within 2 months after their 
release in January some 12 
million packs have been sold. 
Many adults aren't as pleased 
with the cards as the children. 
Premier Michel Rocard said he 
was "astounded." The Na-
tional Institute for Consum-
ers' Affairs has been asked to 
investigate the craze. 
• WRITERS SERIES 
Anton Shammas, a Pales-
tinian Israeli novelist, will be 
the final speaker in this year's 
World Writers Series, spon-
sored by the UCF Department 
of English and The Orlando 
Sentinel. 
The 38-year-old poet, novel-
ist and TV producer is a native 
of Jerusalem. Arabesques, an 
autobiography that reads like 
a novel, was chosen by The 
New York Times Book Review 
as one of 1988's best books. 
His presentation will be 
held April 8 at 4 p.m. at .the 
Orlando Public Library. The 
reading is free and open to the 
pubic. 
For more info, contact Dr. 
Anna Lillios at x2212. 
•SPEAKER 
Professor Henry J. Abra-
ham, James Hart Professor of 
some interesting civilian ap-
plications." 
For example, simulation 
can be used for training fire-
men in rescue operations with-
out having to leave the station. 
Moshell has been at UCFfor 
five years. He had previously 
taught at the University of 
Tennessee. 
Deo, a computer science 
professor, was chosen for his 
outstanding work with paral-
lel processors, computers that 
use dozens of central process-
ing units (CPU) to simultane-
ously solve complex computa-
tions. 
He taught at Washington 
State University for nine years 
before corning to U CF three 
years ago. 
Malocha, a professor of elec-
trical engineering and commu-
nication science, works with 
analog signal processors and 
surf ace acoustic wave devices. 
This technology is used in tele-
vision for sophisticated mili-
tary equipment. M a 1 -
ocha has been teaching both 
masters and Ph.D. students at 
UCF for seven years. 
Guenther teaches electrical 
engineering and physics. His 
research involves thin film 
SEE RESEARCH PAGE 7 
Government and Foreign Af-
fairs at the University of Vir-
ginia will speak on "Freedom 
of Religion: Ccntemporary Re-
flections," on April 6 at 4 p.rn. 
in Biology 215. 
The lecture is free and open 
to the public. I tis sponsored by 
Pi Sigma Alpha. 
• HARD MAC CAFE 
"The Hard Mac Cafe" will 
premiere on the UCF campus 
April 12-14 on The Green from 
9 to 4. 
Attendants will receive 
hands on experience in Macin-
tosh use, skills on free resume 
writing, special application 
demonstrations and lower 
prices on Apple Macintosh 
computers and peripheals, as 
well as a variety of software. 
Prizes will be given out, 
including "Hard Mac Cafe" t-
shirt$, Apple sunglasses, 
Apple promo packages and a 
grand prize drawing for a 
compact disc player. 
Refreshmants will be 
served. The event is being 
sponsored by Pi Sigma Epsi-
lon, the UCF Computer Store 
and Apple Computers. 
• COMEDY JAM II 
Comedy Jam II will be held 
Friday in the UCF Gym, start-
ing at 8 p.m. 
Featured comedians will be 
John Mendoza and Carol 
Leifer. 
Tickets for students are $3 
and are available at the Kiosk. 
Tickets for the general public 
are $8, available at Ticket 
Master outlets. 
Leifer has been on the 
David Letterman show 16 
times since 1982 and had a 
comedy special on Cinemax, 
<;arol Doesn't Leifer Anymore. 
· The Central Florida Future, April 6, 1989, 3 . 
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HOW LOW CAN.YOU GO? 
The annual dance-a-thon, a part of the Greek Week Festivities, was held Tuesday in The Wiid Pizza. 
Members of the different sororities and fraternities obtained pledges for the amount of time each was 
able to dance. 
Corrections 
In the presidential candidate box appear-
ing in the April 4 issue, the committee from 
Tallahassee helping with the presidential 
selection process is not the BOR Search 
Committee, but rather the BOR Selection 
Committee. 
Also, the UCF Search Advisory Commit-
tee did not reccomend the three starred 
candidates of the final five. According to 
representatives of the committee, all five 
candidates are just as qualified as the oth-
ers and each has their own quality to offer. 
She was also the lone female 
comic on Rodney Dangerfield's 
Nothi.n. 1 Goes Right HBO spe-
cial. 
Mendoza has also appeared 
on Letterman and the Tonight 
Show. In addition, he has ap-
peared on the HBO Young 
Comedians Special, MTV, The 
Wil Shriner Show and Richard 
Belzer1s Cinemax Specials. He 
has also played clubs, includ-
ing Catch a Rising Star, The 
Improv in New York, Dallas 
and LA and the Comedy 
Store. 
• STRING ENSEMBLE 
A duet for cello and bass will 
highlight an afternoon concert 
April 9. 
The ensemble will be pre-
sented by the UCF String 
Ensemble. 
Featured will be violin solo-
ists Tracy Daugherty, Roger 
Schwabe and Beth Lamping. 
Eric Landwehr will perform as 
guitar soloist. 
The program is set for 3 p. m. 
in the UCF music rehearsal 
hall. 
Admission is free, with do-
nations accepted for the string 
scholarship fund. 
The UCF String Ensemble 
is under the ·direction of 
Sabina Micarelli. Micarelli is a 
long time UCF faculty mem-
ber, former Fulbright Scholar 
and recently performed at 
Carnegie Hall. 
•GREEKWEEK 
This semester's annual 
Greek Week is now underway. 
The week was kicked off by the 
blood drive held two weeks 
ago. 
Activities for the week in-
clude: a dance-a-thon held 
Tues., an egg toss and pizza 
eat Wed, Greek sing and can 
due date Thur., tug-of-war 
Fri., and the Greek games Sat. 
The Awards Ceremony for 
the Week is planned for Sat. 
night in front of the Reflection 
Pond. 
• AIDS SEMINAR 
The AIDS Education and 
Information Institute at UCF 
will present the second annual 
Bill Young AIDS Education 
Seminar April 10-11 at the 
Omni Hotel and Expo Center. 
The seminar will cover con-
temporary topics such as AIDS 
in Florida, ethical and legal 
issues and behavior modifica-
tion. 
Guest speakers include sev-
eral area professionals, a con-
sdltant for the ACLU Task 
Force on AIDS and the State's 
AIDS program coordinator. 
The seminar is sponsored 
by Florida Hospital Medical 
Center in conjunction with 
UCFs AIDS Institute and 
College of Extended Studies. 
The registration fee is from 
$45-$175 depending on the 
number of days attended and 
participants professions. 
For further information, 
call the College of Extended 
Studies at x2123. 
•STUDIO E 
The UCF Theatre Depart-
ment will present its annual 
student produced Studio E 
performance of The Maids, an 
absurdist one-act drama by 
Jean Genet and Masquerade., 
an one-act comedy by John 
Patrick. 
The performan~es will be 
April 13 at 3 p.m., April 14 at 8 
p.rn. and April 15 at 8 p~rn. It. 
will be held in the UCF The-
atre. 
Admissiort is $5 for the gen-
eral public and free to UCF 
students with a valid ID. 
• ENG. SCHOLARSHIP 
The Florida Engineering 
Society is offering a $1,000 
scholarship to a student enter-
ing their junior or senior year 
in a Florida university engi-
neering program. 
The applicant must have a 
3.0 or better GP A. The student 
also needs a recommendation 
from an engineering faculty 
member and must be inter-
ested in the field of construc-
tion. The deadline is April 15. 
• DKG SCHOLARSHIP 
The Gamma Upsilon chap-
ter of Delta Kappa Gamma 
Society Intemation Mu State 
is offering a $750 scholarship 
to female students who are 
residents of Sarasota County 
and are a full-time junior or 
senior majoring in education 
or child development. 
Applications are available 
at the Financial Aid office. 
Applicants also need two let-
ters ofreference and a 300-500 
word essay. 
The deadline is April 15. 
•DONATE MORE 
The East Central Florida 
Transplant program from 
Florida Hospital, in conjunc-
tion with campus organiza-
tions will sponsor "Extend a 
Lifeline." 
This program is part of 
Organ Donor Awareness 
Month. Displays will be set-up 
on The Green, April 10, 12 and 
14 to provide Uniform Organ 
Donor Cards. 
The displays will be from 9 -




End of the Year 
One Day §®~ JE~©ffi1JP® ® 
. MAY10 
10 atn - 10 pnt 
DoN'T Miss 
T HE B OAT ••• 
Sample a Apple Macintosh 
at 
The 
Special Bundle Prices on Macintosh Computers. 
Save Big Bucks ($). 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 
April 12, 13, 14, 1989 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 





Presents: Mr. Ken Rose 
Wekiva River Council 
Time: 6:00 p.m. 
Place: Health Resource Center 
(adjacent to the Health Center) 
Date: Tuesday, April 11 
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PRESIDENT 
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create its own character is by allowing the local 
community of the university to select their 
president. n 
Advisory Committee, said, "The process worked 
beautifully. I am very appreciative of the 
extraordinary thoroughness of the process." 
Joels also feels the rule made by Reed stating · 
that no one on the committee is allowed to talk 
to one another in regards to the candidates, ·as 
in comparing notes, is not needed. 
Scott added the process was one in which any 
resident of Florida can check out the candi-
Scott and Goff seem to agree on the topic of 
Chancellor Reed's rule. 
Do yourself a favor. File your taxes now and file accurately. dates' files, attend any and all meetings involv-
lf you need help doing your taxes, call or visit your local IRS office. ingthe search or write to the legislature, as well 
as BOR Chancellor Charles Reed. 
As Scott explained, since Florida has the 
Government in the Sunshine Laws, if even two 
members of the search committee confer with 
each other, that constitutes a meeting, which 
can not be unannounced and must be open to 
the public. 
1\ /f,,. l .,..e. 'T()Uf i-"',..e·s less i-",,..~~g Barry Altland, a junior majoring in radio/ 
1 V ~ .] ~ Lal\! La.A.ll 1 • television, is one of the four students on the 
Do them tod~'' UCF Search Advisory Committee. Altland-was a J• selected after his resume was sent to BOR chair Most members of the committee agreed with 
the fact that access and opportunity to partici-
pate was and still is available to everyone. 
1f!t1!1 ~~ Joan Ruffier. 
APublicS&rviceofThisPub11ca11on& ~~, REE: ~Lfl/JI He also feels the process is efficient and has 
------------------------1 produced the best candidates. "All meetings were open to the public and 
anyone can send a written evaluation to Tal-
lahassee," Goff explained. 
··-• .• ~ ._. • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .- • • .-. • · • • • • • Debbie Goff, UCF staff assistant and 
: COUPON : committee member, stated, "The process was 
:: ILECTllC CIRCUS. . : ~~~~%~~~~~"seemedtoresultinagoodpoolof 
• W•&& j : Dr. Rosie Webb Joels, chair of the Faculty 
"I wish more people would have taken advan-
tage of the process, rather than complain about 
it," Scott said. 
: 5 W..f m'WtZP1f!tH'UU1ff'•Jf B : Senate, feels differently than most of the 
• 'With This Coupon • committee members. Joels feels the process 
Joels also commented on the lack of partici-
pation. "Faculty input is not as great as it 
should be." : Lake Howell Square Goldenrod Square : was not good. "The way to let each university 
• 1271 State Rd 436 4084 North Goldenrod Rd.• 
. . 
: Casselberry, Florida Winter Park, Florida : 
•NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS 0NEMA NEXT To Purr ONEMA • CATS 
•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_• _•_•_•_•_""""1 FROM PAGE 1 
>{{[ tfie beer and champagne you can tfrinf( 
p[us compfimentary bruncfi 
$ 19.50 
~ppropriate fJJrt.ss ~uirul -1(µtroations 'IaK.!,n 
1425. Pa~~venue, 'ainterPaTt '}"fmitfa32789 
squirrel is captured, it will be 
released. 
The students will then take 
the cats to one of the local vet-
erinarians willing to help. 
Heather Hardin, organizer 
of the Campus Action for Ani-
mals, said the Central Florida 
Veterinarian Medical Associa-
tion has expressed an interest 
in helping. The cats will be 
tested for feline leukemia, and 
will be euthanized in the event 
of a positive result. The cats 
will also be spayed or neu-
tered, and receive a rabies 
vaccination . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~ Atth~p~ntthecabwillbe 
put up for adoption. Hardin 
or • said she has a list of 40 to 50 
ll¥• Within Weeks · . · · people interested in adoption. 
•• Hardin explained an infor-
F. mation sheet will be kept on 
No Deposit -No Cash up ront each cat and its adoptee.The 
IF YOU group will reserve the right to 
1. Enrolled in College make a follow-up visit to check 
2. Work At Least Part Time the cat's progress. 
3. Earn A Minimum of $500 Per Month ll'he university began look-
4. Do not Have A History of Bad Credit ingfor a solution tothe campus 
1 ·800-245-4222 Ext. VISA 
. . 
cat problem last November, request. 
according to Hugh Ivie, direc- "They wanted the student 
tor of Environmental Health group sanctioned as compe-
and Safety. tent to work with the cats," 
Hardin approached Ivie- Andrews said. "Also, we would 
with a proposal the group felt be involved in the event that a 
was humane and likely to student in the group encoun-
work. ters an uncomfortable situ-
According to Brown, the ation in handling the cats, 
university planned at first to such as a bite or trappingprob-
capture the animals and turn lems." 
them over to Animal Control. Hardin became interested 
"There was only a remote in t e· cat problem when she 
possibility of the cats getting saw.an article in the Orlando 
adopted through Animal Con- Senltnel about the university's 
trol," Brown explained, "and it first.proposal fo:t getting rid of 
was more likely that the cats t11e cats. "My mother showed 
would be euthanized. - me the article, and said to me, 
"This upset some students 'You~ take care of this.' " 
and a group was formed. We Hardin explained. "I read the 
were willing to listen, and not article an J k..i.~w it wasn't 
take any action until we got right, so I thought up an al t..::: 
some input from them." native and talked to some of 
Instead of going through my friends, who were also 
Animal Control, UCF and interested. We then decided to 
Campus Action for Animals form a group and get others 
enlisted the help of the Hu- involved."Thegroupcurrently 
mane Society. has about 30 members. 
According to Mr. Frank An- Hardin said anyone who 
drews, executive director of has any questions or is inter-
the Orlando Humane Society, ested in joining Campus Ac-
the Humane Society became tion for Animals can call her at 
involved at the university's 644-9268. 
SP~ND YOUR StJMMl!R IN MAJN8t 




June 19th thru August 19th 











Swimming (WSI) Dackpactlng 
Sailing Rocltclimbing 
SCUBA Bicycling 
Canoeing Wh. Water Canoeing 
Watcnltiin& Ropes Counc Instr. 
Fine Art., Na.\u~ Study 
Ceramics Head DrAma.tica 
Craf t.s Piano Accompanist 
J oumalism Instrumentalist 
Woodworking Radio & 61cctronics 
weight Tralnin& 
CAMPUS IN1".1::R Vl.EW: APRIL 6 & APRIL 7 
Please contact Ken Renner ex. 20SO o~ 
MI". "K" ex. 2408. 
OR WRITE OR CALL: CAMP TAKAJO 
. . 
496 LaOuardia Place 
S\lite 381 
New York, NY 10012 
212-979-0606 
CHINESE RESTAURANT 
The best authentic Chinese 
Restaurant on the east side of town! 
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!! 
featuring: 
Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & ~unan 
., .. ,1111 .. • 1 
STUDENT MEAL PLAN AVAILABLE 
Private Parties to Accomodate 35 
reservations suggested 
281-1864 
11786 East Colonial Drive 
Alafaya Village• Orlando, Fl 
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El Torito. part of the 
Casa Gallardo family of 
fine Mexican cuisine 
restaurants. is experi· 
encing overwhelming 
success. With our busy 
summer season around 
the corner. were 











At El Torito. as with Casa Gallardo. the pace is quick and 
the rewards are plentifu l. If you are friendly and full of 
energy and ambition. consider the many benefits of 
working with this recognized industry leader: 
• top quality earnings • paid vacations 
• flexible hours 
• flexible shifts 
• medical Insurance . 
• extensive training that will 
quickly prepare you to 
handle your responsibilities 
with confidence • food discounts 
• credit union 
ON·THE·SPOT INTERVIEWS 
Monday thru Friday 
between 2:00pm-6:00pm at: 
EL TORITO 
(Part of the Casa Gallardo family) 
275 West Highway 436 
Altamonte Springs, FL 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
ALL-WAYS TRAVEL 
SERVICE 
697 8 Alo ma Ave. 
Winter Park, Fl. 32798 
( 407) 678-7888 
l Airl 
UNIVERSITY BL VO. 
SUN TAN CENTER 
Ireat Yourself 10 A Jtblff System Tan ... 
Please Stop In And Allow Our Consultants An Opportunity 
'Th Introduce You To The Wolff System Tunning Experience 
For an appointment call: 
678-7773 
4950 Hall Rd., Ste. 2 
r---~-------------, I STUDENT SPECIAL · I 
IBUY 5 VISITS - GET·5 FREE !I 
I $29.95 I 
I (Sign up a friend and get 2 visits free) I 
I I 
I IRCiCl,';@:i WITH THIS COUPON - OFFER EXPIRES 4/15/89 I 
~-----------------~ 
POPCORN 
FROM PAGE 1 
Through Dec. 15-17, at 
Jones High School, the record 
for the largest box of popcorn 
was broken. 
The machine used parts 
donated by Gencor Industries, 
lnc. and popcorn donated by 
Orville Redenbocker. 
The box. of popcorn was 25 
feet wide by 25 feet deep and 10 
feet high, equivalent to the 
size of a two car garage. The 
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previous record. 
The total time of popping 
was 22 hours, an average of 
eight pounds a minute. This is 
about 160 times faster than a 
home air popper. 
According to Anju Dogra, 
member and past president of 
ASME, "We applied almost 
every course into the final 
design of the popper." 
Kent Pearson, a mechanical 
engineering student, said the 
experience was a lot of fun, as 
well as rewarding. "I had a 
great time." 
According to Schwarb, sev-
eral conclusions were reached 
by ASME after the popcorn 
popping project. 
The first was the realization 
that courses do matter. Engi-
neering can be used to solve 
problems, · Sch warb said. 
Also valuable is group par-
ticipation to achieve a goal. 
Along with Schwarb, three 
other UCF representatives 
will be going to Vanderbilt on 
April 6. 
Dr. Hagedoorn, faculty ad-
visor for ASME, Dogra and en-
gineering student Tom Mills, 
will be pi:esenting speeches on 
laser machining and propul-
sion. 
ideas, their research and their contributions," 
Governor Bob Martinez said. 
optics. His developments include multi-layer 
coatings for mirrors and other optics used in 
lasers. These thin films avert damage to the 
mirrors inside lasers, increasing effectiveness. 
The other six researchers were selected from 
the University of Miami, the University of Flor-
ida and the University of South Florida. These 
universities had two researchers selected from 
each. 
The ten top researchers were selected by 
seven different sub-panels of the High Techno-
logical Council: 
"High technology is the way of the future and 




ROADWAY A4CKAGE SYS'1EM 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
Roadway Package System is 
accepting applications for part-
tim.e loaders and unloaders. 
Excellent pay $7 .00 per hour. 
WORK SIDFTSAVAILABLE: 
Monday - Friday 
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Let students ·have 
more say in the 
selection. process 
During a meeting with students last week, UCF 
presidential candidate Dt. Dale Nitzschke said he 
wanted to get students involved in administrative de-
cisions. Unfortunately, only 15 students where there 
to hear him. 
In fact, student involvement in the presidential se-
lection process at UCF has been dismal at most. 
We could blame this, like we always do, on student 
apathy, but this time the system is at fault too. 
The presidential selection process started with an 
initial 162 applicants and nominees which were 
whittled down to 31 by Dr. Charles Reed, chancellor 
of the State University System of Florida. 
That decision was all his. 
Those 31 names were advanced to the UCF Search 
Advisory Committee which is a 26-member group of 
community and university leaders who, according to 
the State University System Board of Regents of 
Florida, serve as hosts for the presidential candi-
dates and can only offer comments about the candi-
dates to the Board of Reagents Selection Committee. 
Confused? Hold on. 
The BOR has a 5-member Selection Committee 
which picks from the 31 candidates 10 to 12 finalists 
recomnfended to them by Reed. The BOR Selection 
Commi;f.ee does take suggestions from the UCF 
Search dVisory Committee but the decision for the 
final 10-or so is all theirs. 
When the 12 candidates were reduced to five, the 
decision was all up to the BOR committee. And the 
decision on who the next president of UCF will be is 
made by the BOR and Chancellor Reed. 
What seems to be missing here are the voices of 
UCF students and faculty. 
The UCF Search Advisory Committee is only a 
very wa~red-down attempt to make us feel like we 
have some kind of input on the final decision. We 
don't. The real decisions are made by the BOR and 
Reed. 
If students and faculty seem uninterested in the 
selection process it may be because the selection 
process is uninterested in what the students and 
faculty of UCF think. 
In the March 8 issue of the UCF Report, Dr. Rosie 
Joels, chair of the UCF Faculty Senate and member 
of the UCF Search Advisory Committee said," ... I see 
the [selection] process as having established some 
distrust or some sense of isolation in terms of the 
faculty." 
Instead of the UCF Search Advisory Committee, 
students and faculty should at least have representa 
tives on the BOR Selection Committee. 
We should have representatives who do not simply 
advise the BOR or play host to the next president of 
UCF but have an actual say in who that person will 
be. 
1f':rhe Central Florida Future 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 
Businea Office (407) 275·2601, News Office (4-07) 275-2865 
Editor In· Chief 
Leslie M. Jorgensen 
Managing Editor 
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Middle age: less bickering and grape 
I am 45 and things are happening to me these 
past few years that amuse, delight, and sometimes 
alarm me. I no longer can well remember the naive, 
open-minded, believing days of childhood where 
changes in body and mind occurred weekly, it 
seemed. rm quite comfortable with those persons in 
the second stage of change, that of adolescence and 
young adulthood where we believe we are the cham-
pions of the world. 
During my late 20s and 30s, there existed a kind 
of stasis where I simply worked and developed my 
self, skills, and interests. Now comes the changes of 
the third kind called d.eep middle age. 
My marriage has become gentler, the world 
kinder. I but lightly bicker with my mate and my 
weekly libation of the grape is down to a pint from a 
quart or more. 
I listen to country music for hours and rarely pile 
on the rock platters anymore, unless it is protest 60s 
or bubble gum 50s. (I've even caught myself watch-
ing Lawrence Welk!) 
I'm both amused and delighted that I can read 
Charles Reese and Howanl Means and find value in 
both. Better, I can read Jane Austen, Stephen King, 
Solzhenitzyn, and Bertrand Russell in one sitting, 
never batting an eye while switching. Is this con-
sumption of the variables what is meant by matur-
ity? 
My 10-year-old Chevrolets are paid for. 
I've moved 32 times since 1960 but haven't had an 
urge to move for the past five years. I eat broccoli, 
radishes, and turnip greens with gusto and am 
slowly sliding off the hot barbecue. And yes, I finally 
like vanilla ice cream again. 
I no longer can drive straight through from New 
York to Orlando, nor can I safely stay up all rugh 
talking philosophy, theology and of the subtler ten 
drils of existentialism. 
I am married now twice as long as any pre' · oui 
marriage and rm enjoying it, yet. I think it is becaus 
my wife and I are friends more than lovers. I view w~ 
with the same distaste as when I marched against i 
a generation ago, but don't work hard at being ar 
rested anymore. 
rve made my peace with my children, parents, an< 
the opposite sex. I do more exactly what I want to d 
rather than what I should or "must" do, and most o 
what I wan'tto do provides little or no income (like thi 
column - how about a raise, Leslie?) 
I still tum for miniskirts and have not yet joine( 
company with the old farmer, rocking on his porch 
who says, "All mah life ah wanted to be impotent, m: 
now ah am.' • 
rd say this is being safe in the middle years. Th 
IRS is still out there, my wife may someday give up 01 
me, and the novel probably will never sell. Death' 
still waiting in the wings but he's become an acquain 
tance of some familiarity now, and I surely don't wan 
to go back to the horror, pity, and fear of adolescenc~ 
Any advice for the young, Papa? • 
Sure, daughter. Live as if this were your last yea 
on earth. Put your television in the garage. Rea 
unknown writers. Listen, always, to the music. 
• NEW NAME CHANGE 
Editor: 
Recently it has come to our at-
tention that the students majoring 
in Public Administration have 
discovered that our·college will be 
receiving a new name. Not only 
would our department fall under 
this new college, but the depart-
ment of Criminal Justice and Le-
gal Studies, as well. 
When we found out that we were 
losing the name College of Arts 
and Sciences, we were astounded. 
Our first question was, what does 
Public Administration have to do 
with Health & Human Services? 
new unnamed college because 
department heads felt that they 
could receive more funds. Namely, 
the Health Department due to the 
lack of students compared to the 
students in Public Administra-
tion. At the time of their decision, 
no name had been selected. Since 
that time, a high ranking faculty 
member from the collage of health 
chose the name of College of 
Health & Human Services and 
persuaded the faculty to support it. 
instructors should inform the st 
dents or at least ask our opinion 
when making decisions of th· 
magnitude. Since it is the st 
dents who are bringing the mone 
into the University, we feel thB 
we should play some part in th 
decision making process. We fe( 
that the faculty and administr 
tors have gone behind the• st 
dents' backs in proceeding wit 
this change. 
We want our instructor», d 
partment heads, and the Board 
Regen ts to know that we do n 
like the change in the name or 
creation of the new college~ 
will be more than willing to wo 
with the departments to insure 
fair compromise between tbe i 
terested parties involved. 
We began investigating the 
change and discovered some an-
swers that we are not satisfied 
with. Public Administration, 
along with the aforementioned 
departments, are being moved to a 
We feel that the name shows 
partiality to the Health Depart-
ment. The funding would first be 
sifted through and all other de-
partments would fall short in 
reaching their departmental 
goals. 
Another problem that we see is 
the fact that we as Public Adminis-
trative majors were only informed 
by only one P.A professor. The 





2 3 4 5 7 8 9 35 Chinese · 
ACROSS 
1 Quadruped 
6 Plntall ducks 
11 Heel over 
12 Mlsslve 




41 Forenoon ""!.-,._....__.._..,. 42 Nuisances 
44 Poses for 
_..,_..,__. portrait 
45 Encountered 
_.,_..,. 47 Declare 
49 Unit of Latvian 
_.,._..,. currency 
50 Real estate map 
52 Trumpeter bird 
54 French article 
55 Choose 
57 Rouse to action 




1 Carpenter's tool 
2 Either 
3 Soak, as nax 
4 Withered 




8 Greek letter 17 Pllas1er 27 College degree: 18 Refs counter- abbr. 
part 28 Pamphlet 
2.0 Babylonian hero 30 Mexican 
22 Unl1 of Siamese shawls 
currency 32 Fruit cake 
23 Lampreys 34 Ceremony 
25 Finished 
9 Sicilian volcano 
10 Sofa 




RUBES® by Leigh Rubin 
19 Greek phllo- 37 Antlered animal 
sopher 39 Style of printing 
21 Eagle's nest 40 Chemical 
24 Part of head compound 
26 Tropical fruit: pl. 43 Pierces 
29 Attempts 46 Story 
31 Danger 48 Large bird 
33 Having made 51 Playing card 
a will 53 Doctrine · 
35 Collections 56 Symbol for 
of tents cesium 
36 Egg dish 58 Symbol for 
tantalum 
Solution 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE ( 
Alpha Tau Omega 
ATQ - GREEK WEEK SPIRIT - ATQ 
The Only Way To Go Is A TQ. 
Tonight Greek Sing Pract at House (Every-
one), Banners and Greek Sing at the SCA. 
Friday: Tug, 5:00 at Lk. Claire 
Saturday: Greek Games start at 9:00 at Lk. 
Claire. Awards Ceremony 9:00 pm. Let's keep 
up that ATQ Winning Spiritllll 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Hey Pike, l:X, l:AE, KE, ATA, 
A TU):<l>E,and TKE 
You'd better dust off your scuba equipment or 
get drowned because Greek Week is high tide 
and the green wave is rolling inl Also, don't 
bring your children to greek sing tonightll 
Pl Kappa Alpha 
JOG would like to thank Pike 1 softball for the 
-whipping they gave us. We enjoyed buying 
a keg for you guys. Everyone must be at the 
quad by 7:00pm tonight for greek sing. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Let's g_o E's final day of can drive today I Greek 
sing8:30SCA51% turn out! Friday tug S:OOat 
Lake Claire! Games Sat. 9:00am and awards 
9:00pm Reflecting Pond then IAE & l:X 
Scam Night at the House 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Sig Eps lets tum it out in Greek Week A-team 
softball is still kicking ass. Banquet is April 
15th buy your tickets by Sunday night 
Parent's day is Sunday April 9th. Bring them 
so they can see how fast we're growing. By 
the way April 13th is our four year anniversary. 
Only 4 years and look where we're at 
Pledges you doing great, Lil sisters !DO. DtlE 
Tau Kappa Eps11on 
The time is rKNI recall the past Now mc>fe then 
ever lets kick some A-I Don't forget this time, 
ITS PERSONAL. Greek sing at the SCA. Be 
therel Softball toda'y at 6:00. 
Kappa Detta 
Kellyann, Congratulatioos on winning the 
UJeoa bathing suit comp, you are awesome I 
Greek sing tonight be !here 8pm, Sabrina you 
are great! Good Luck to all Greeks Love K-
Deesl 
Golden Key Honor Society 
UCF members welcome all visiting Golden 
Key chapters I The UCF chapter is very glad to 
see you he<el We hope this "Spot light on 
Golden Key" weekend will be fun and informa-
tive[ For all Golden Key members, here is the 
weekend sdledule: Friday night-Wild Pizza 
Party 7-11-Come meet visiting members! 
Saturday- convention from 8-5. Saturday-
night on the town I (Rosie's, Pleasure Island, 
etc) Sunday-9 or 1 O is departure time! UCF 
members are all welcome Friday and Satur-
day night! Convention registration must be in 
by Thursday! Call Laura at 275-2133 if you 
have questions or need information! Come get 
in the spotlight-" Spotlight on Golden Key"I 
Pl Sigma Epsilon 
Hard Mac Cafe will premier April 12 thru 14, 
9am-4pm on the Green. The event will include 
refreshments, prizes, hands-on experience in 
Mac use, resume writing, application demon-
strations as well as software previews. Every-
one is welcome. Look for the big tentl 
Female Roommate Needed ASAP. 
To share bedroom in 2bdr/ 2bth Sherwood 
Forest apartment. Non-smoker. no pets. Rent 
$145plus1/3 utilities. We have washer/dryer. 
For info please call Leslie at 275-2865 or 658-
0571. 
Female roommate wanted to share nice apart-
ment, own room, $217.00 a month plus de-
posit Includes washer/ dryer, move In May 1. 
Call 380-8798. 
Male Roommate Needed Share Room. $135 
month plus share utilities, Eiec/Ph. Damage 
deposit about $175 call 658-7916. Cambridge 
Cirde. 
M!F Roommate wanted, close to UCF $200 
month. 113 utilities, Private room and bath , wt 
d and many extras I call 658-0420. 
Female roommate needed immediately to 
share Sherwood Forest Duplex. $190/month 
plus 113 of utilities includes Washer/Dryer and 
own backyard. Call 275-4161 for more Infor-
mation. 
UCF Area Duplex 2 bedroom 2 bath, all appli-
ances, cathedral ceiling. $425 rent call 365-
4315. 
Spacious 2 bdrm 2 1/2 bath apt close to UCF 
at Cambridge Circle apts. Contains washer/ 
-dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $475 per 
month. If interested call 273-6771 for details. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 
(U repair). Delinquent tax pro~rty. 
Repossessions. Call (1) ~687-6000 
Ext GH 4628 f0< current repo list 
Bass Guitar- Peavy- New rarely played $250. 
Negotiable 277-3117. 
East of Oviedo, large wooded lots, neaI skl 
lake, easy terms $11,900 call 644-8256. 
IBM PC XT compatibl&-complete 60 meg 
system for $1195. call 290-6308 . 
Attractive, bener than new IWO bdrm two bth 
house In nearby Alafaya Woods. Why pay 
rent? Large VA Assumable mortgage °' 
lease/purchase possible. $69,900 Susan 
Edwards, Higgins and ~ath Realtor 896 
9666 or 898 0999 Hurry I 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X4's Seized In 
drug raids forunder$100.00 ?Call for the facts 
today. 602-837-3401. Ext. 127. 
For Sale: 76 Olds Cutlass Supreme. 455 
engine, runs good. Asking $700. Call 889-
3783 after 6 pm. 
'80 Olds Cutlas Supreme, ne'N tires, water-
pump, transmission, battery. Must sell, leav-
ing country $1440. 
86 Honda, Loaded. 51,000mi. $5,000. Call 
275-5725. 
Ujena of California is now looking for Models, 
Sales, and Promotions. Apply in person Uni-
versity and Goldenrod In the K-mart /Shop-
ping Center. 
Camp Counselors tor Physically Impaired. -
The Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge. 
Earn college credit and salary while gaining 
great exp. for .Resume. Room and board free I 
Cabin Counselors, Lifeguards, and Program 
Specialists needed. Located 1 hr. N of 
Orlando. Call 407-886-6653 for an appt. or 
write to Rt. 1 Box 350 Sorrento, Fl. 32776. 
Central Florida Marketing Opportunity. 
Marian Farms Inc. A Horticultural Soil Mixing 
Co. And 200 Acre Contalner Tree Farm has 
an opening in sales: 
1. Territory - Central and East Florida. 
2. Clientele- Nurseries, Landscapers, Devel-
opers. 
3. Requirements - Degree, Maturity, Stability. 
4. Compensation - $17,000 - $20,000 plus 
car, expenses, benefits. Much room 
for income growth. 
5. Contact - Shaun Hillary - Pres. 
Marian Farms Inc. 
Groveland, Fl. 32736 
(904) 429-4151 
Call Collect 
Waiter or waitress. Apply 5880 Redbug road, 
Winte< Springs 699-9555, part-time. 
Camp Nautilus, Black Island, needs counsel-
ors, instruct0<s- fishing, sailing , skin and 
scuba diving, and othe< water sports. Also 
need cook, asst. cook, and staff. Spend your 
summer on an Island 35 miles from Panama 
City. Write for application: camp director, PO 
Box 945 Port SL Joe, Fl 32456 or call (904) 
227-1419. 
Recreational Factory Warehouse 
Sales positions open. Full and Part time, 
spring and summer. Flexible hours. No expe-
rience neoessary. 
Up to $10 an hour 
Call Mr. Nutt (407 291-1600) 
Summer Work 
career oriented students onlyl. $450 wk/ 
average college credit qualified for placement 
with fortune 500 com"8f1ies to qualify: Must 
have entire summer free. 
Must pay part of school. Call 281-0856. 
Name, Major and ph.f 
Summer Employment 
Jf you are a Law, Busmess, Pre-Med, 0< 
Engineering major and have IO pay part of 
school and need $400-$500 per week this 
summer, then call today. Phone 281-0856. 
Leave name, major, ph. #. 
Part-timewarehousework.F0<kfiftandcarpet 
cuaing. Flexible hours. Off-University. $4.SOI 
hr. 671-5900, 9-5. 
ATTENTION - HIRINGI Government jobs· 
your area. $17,840- $69,485. Call 1-602· 
838-8885. Ext. R 5780. 
Cruise ship Jobs 
Immediate Openings Great Salary 
Call (904)357-6163Ext13P 
Cook and Waitress Wanted Oviedo Area. Day 
and Night avail. Please call 365-2435 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student 
organization that would like to make $500-
$1 ,000 tor a one week on-campus marketing 
project. Must be organized and hardworking. 
Call Jill or Corine at (800) 592-2121. 
The Wedding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's 
, .. 
• Free Layaway 
•Bridal~ 
• Brides Maids 
•Parties 
• Mothers' Gowns 
•Guest Dresses 
•Banquets 
•Sizes 3-26 1 /2 
Special order from all Bridal magazines or choose from 
in-stock gowns with no waiting. Central Florida's 
reliable wedding tradition for 48 years. 
Call today for an appoint:n:'ent. 
Brenner's Florida Mall 
855-7555 
Horizon Travel Agency 
Call for low Airfare-Cruise quotes. Call 281-
0836 
No Money Down 11 
Tired of just cancelled checks each year? Do 
you want to own your own home? I can show 
you how to do it on selected properties, WITH 
NO MONEY DOWNI 
Call me today. 
David Robinson Realtor 
Merrill Lynch Realty 
628-1790 Eves 886-8798. 
Video Taping Service available for: Parties, 
Birthday's, Wedding's, and etc. Also, Need a 
copy of your worldly possessions on tape for 
insurance purposes? Call sn-7563 for-more 
information: 
Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538. 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs. 
Fast Typing Service 
Quick, professional service. Free revisions. 
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and 
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. CNer 
18,300 satisfied sWdents and only 4 
grouches! 
671-3007. 
Resumes and cover letters . Designed, re-
vised, typed - 657-0079. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
One mile from UCF Campus 
All types of student documents. Same day 
service available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast • Professional • Accurate 
WOROMASTERS 277-9600 
Now Open 
UJENA of CALIFORNIA 
Nations largest and hottest swimwear chain 
announces the opening 
of its newest location at University and 
Goldenrod in the K-mart 
Shopping Center. 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 
"ANDES SUMMER SESSION" 
Merida - Venezuela 
1 Session: May 6 thru June 18 
2 Session: June 18 thru July 30 
Satisfy language requirement 
$1 ,645.00 Includes Airfare Miami-
Merida-Miami, Room & Board, 
5 excursions. Fees for 16-credits 
Extra. Oct. Program. 
Dr. Lupton (813) 974-2536 (Tampa) 
Venusa C.P.S.A. (407) 439-0041. 
Kick Ass, 
If you don't stop doing that you could go blind. 
Sorry to hear Brucie left you. Hang in there I 
xoxo Ramon 
Dawgs, 
The softball game was fun.Too bad we had to 
throw the game to let you win one; we were 
afraid you wouldn't show up next year if we 
kept beating you. Next year we'll play a real-
game. We'll bring the food again but you can 
bring the beer! (Yes, that's a challenge.) 
The News 
Captain Salami, 
Please show yourself! Stop by the Future 
office and we'll ralk about the column. 
Frlitor 
Jenny, 
Thanks for a great two years 11 hope it will last 




KCO Inc. WP/OP $1- 2.SOI pg. 678-6735. 
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, 
resumes, letters. Reliable, quick, dose to 
campus. Very reasonable rates beginning 
at $1/ page for papers and $5 for resumes. 
Many extras available. 281-0499. 
Look some other place for your prey. This c 
Typing Word Processing. Copy Service 
Available. Call Margie at 788-9182. 
Call PRESTIGE TYPING for your papers 
and resumes - 277·7237. 
Word Processing- Reports, Term Papers, 
Corresp. Sec. Exp. 671-8023. 
FAST Professional Word Processing. 
Resumes, College Papers. 
Locations near both E&W campuses of 
UCF and VCC, Reasonable Rates. 
Call Julie, Day - 859-8700 Eve. - 380-7528. 
Term Papers, reports, dissertations typed. 
Call Ann 645-4996 $1 .50/PG 
Lost Small Black Female Cat, 1 year old, 
amber eyes, In UCF area. Call 260-5193. 
College Students: 
cavewomen does'nt like to play games, expe 
dally if she's the object 
The Wild Cavewoman. Grunt Grunt. 
J.J. Good luck tomorrow night B.L. 
Want to put in a Lonely Heart but don't know 
how? Come to the Central Florida Future 
Business Office, located behind the Com-
mons, M-F 8 to 4:30. Or fill out a Mini Classified 
Form and drop it by the office or send it to The 
Central Florida Future Classified Section. 
P.O. Box 25000 Orlando, Florida 32816. 
Want to respond to a Lonely Heart, but don't 
know how.? Just write your resp<>nse,put it in 
an envelope with your name and address in 
the upper left hand comer, put the LH# in the 
lower left hand corner, and a stamp on the 
upper right hand corner. Put that envelope in 
another envelope with $1 and send it to The 
Central Florida Future P .0. Box 25000 
Orlando, Fl. 32816. Clo Lonley Hearts. Or 
bring it by the Future's business office during 
regular business hours. 
FUNDS 
Are now available for your 
EDUCATION 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING 
Scholarships*, Fellowships•, Grants* 
YOUR EUGIBILIIY IS GUARANTEED! 
Regardless of financial status or academic performance. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 
1-800-823-8328 
A NATIONAL SER VICE coMMITIEo 
TO HIGHER EDUUCATION 
ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM 
• 
Walk-on Josephina 
Curacao native ties UCF school record with 
season-opening 19-game hitting streak 
• 
oy Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
when be walked into the UCF base-
all office last year looking to try out for 
t e team, Mike Josephina was told to 
ign tip for scuba diving instead. 
''When I walked into coach (Jay) 
Bergman's office he told me tryouts 
were over and that practice had al-
:r.~ady started. Then he made the joke 
about scuba diving," Josephina re-
c lled. 
B Josephina, 19, managed to con-
v\nce Bergman that he had something 
worth seeing and that afternoon he 
J ined a practice with the team. After 
seeing him in action, Bergman told 
Josephma that he could return and hit 
i the batting cage, which eventually 
resu~ ed in him being redsh1rted dur-
ing thel 988 season. 
Josephina could not ~tart playing 
last year because the class he was en-
rollee! in at UCF was a non-credit 
"Engbsh As a Second Language" 
course. Josephina had just come to the 
lJni d States from his nat1ve home of 
Curacao, a Dutch colony off the coast of 
Venezuela. In Curacao. which has a 
population ofaboutl 70,000,Josephina 
playtAf double A baseball. 
"Double A ball in Curacao is similar 
to the college level here in the states," 
seijllina said. 
This year Josephina is a freshman 
starting center-fielder for the Knights. 
Oping into the South Florida game 
Tue~ay night, he was third on the 
team in batting with a .314 average. 
Josephina gained recognition as a con-
s· te~t hitter this year when he tied a 
UCF record by hitting safely in 19 
games in a row. 
"I was seeing the ball real well and 
maintained a keen concentration dur-
ing the hitting streak. The night the 
streak ended against Evansville I wa 
trying too hard," he said. 
Josephina went 0 for 5 that night. 
but was hurt by the fact that the game 
of baseball is one of inches. 
"Against Evansvi11e, Mike hlt three 
at- em balls.That's when you hit the 
ball right at the fielder." said Bergman 
''There are plenty of games left and 
the pressure is off to keep the record 
gomg The most important thing is to 
help UCF wm My role on this team 1 
to get on base. Now I can conceni..rate on 
that " said Josephina. 
"Mike is a catalyst on th is team He' 
also an outstanding defensive fielder, '' 
said Bergman 
There are two p1ayers from vhe is-
land of Curacao that are m the major 
leagues today. Sherwrn C1JntJe play 
triple A ball for the Baltimore Orioles 
and Hensley Muelens 1son thP New 
York Yankees double A team .Jo-
sephina knows both players and ha 
often played against them. 
The Kmghts were fortunate that 
none of the other baseball powers m 
Florida signed Josephina to play But 
they did have then chance. 
"I applied to Miami, UF, FSU, and 
South Florida. None of the schools 
contacted me accept UCF UCFhad the 
E.S.L (English as a Second Language) 
program so I came here," said Jo-
sephina. 
"Their loss is our ga.m," Bergman 
said. 
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Mike Josephina eyes the pitch in the Knights game against Florida last week. A watk-
on, Josephina opened the season with a record setting 19-game hitting streak. 
~le vault, medley team paces track club 
by Todd Dewey 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
.. 
The UCF track club is heading in a positive direc-
tion aft.er a strong performance in the Florida Relays 
in Gainesville. 
After a disappointing performance in Tallahassee 
at the Florida State University Relays the week 
before, the club set their sights on improvement and 
a bet,ker showing at the Florida Relays. 
At the Relays, the Knights faced some of the top 
track teams in the country, including powerhouses 
Villanova and Georgetown. 
Also competing was the Florida Gators, the host 
team, whose track team finished second in the nation 
last year. 
UCF responded to the challenging competition in 
Both the pole vault and distance medley events. 
Bryan Horvath set a new UCF record ofl 4-feet in 
the pole vault event, giving him a fourth place finish. 
The distance medley saw the Knights place twelth 
in a field of 20 tea.ms. In a down to the wire photo 
finish, UCF posted a time of 10:36. 
"We made big improvements in Gainesville," 
Castro said. 
In the race, Jay Getty ran the half-mile (2:00), 
Richard Kerr ran the quarter-mile (:53), Martin 
Phillips ran the three quarter-mile (3:1 7) and John 
Davis ran the mile in an impressive 4:26 time. 
With three track meets remaining this season, the 
club is looking to build foundations for the future 
"Next year we should be very competitive with 
everyone else. This is our building season, our foun-
dation," Castro said. 
The Knights would have taken second place in the 
hurdles if not for an wifortunate injury near the 
finish line to UCF hurdler Christian Stupeut. Stu-
peut has performed well this season and shown 
promise with the hurdles, according to track coach 
Dr. Fransisco Castro. 
Without the availability of scholarships, the club 
relies entirely on walkon athletes. The only "recruit-
ing" the club does is searching out promising young 
athletes within the school and inviting them to rwi 
track at UCF. _ 
The team suffered a setback by the loss of the 
team's entire sprint corp, including top sprinters Ray 
Irvin and Cornelius Friendly, to spring football prac-
tice. Despite not having any sprinters in the meet, 
Castro thought the team was admirably represented. 
"We don't recruit superstars. We recruit kids with 
abilities that can be improved," Castro said. "My 
main concern with the kids is that they finish school. 
Books always come first, then track." 
Anyone interested in joining the track club, expe-
rienced or not, can find Castro and the team practic-
ing at 4 p.m. every day at the UCF track. 
WEIGHTLIFTING 
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has an idea of how the team 
and facilities would be formed. 
"The current idea is to get a 
team, have a room to train and 
store equipment," Carbia said. 
"It could be used as a re-
gional training facility and a 
place where guys in high 
school could train. Then they 
POLL 
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can do," Bergman said. "That's 
how we got back into it - by 
winning. Our future is in our 
own hands." . 
The Knights are one of six 
teams from the state of Florida 
in the poll. Florida is the high-
est ranked team at No. 9 with 
a 28-9 record. Miami (25-10) 
could come here for college. 
"The time is right to form a 
team. I'm a junior, there are 
three guys here who are fresh-
man and a guy who is a senior 
in high school who would come 
if we had a team." 
For now, Carbia will con-
tinue competing as an individ-
ual. 
He has already qWtlified for 
the Senior Nationals to be held 
April 28-29in Houston. · 
at No. 11 and No. 15, respec-
tively. 
South Florida is ranked 
20th with a 29-10 record and 
Jacksonville (26-6) is No. 26. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~M~~~~~~~~~~ , ~d.Floi:i~~State (28-9) follow 
Overall, UCF is 5-6 against 
Top 30 opponents. The 
Knights beat Michigan (No. 
27, 16-7)twice, Oklahoma(No. 
22, 18-7) and South Florida 
twice. UCF lost three times to 
Miami to open the season, 
twice to Jacksonville and once 
to Florida. 
' 'I ' 
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Ahern leads UCF past No. 20 USF,_ 7· 
Junior right-hander overcomes rain 
delays, strikes out 14 batters 
by Chris Brady 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The UCF Knights baseball 
team, behind a strong per-
formance from Brian Ahem, 
defeated the 20th ranked-
South Florida Bulls 7-3 Tues-
day night at the UCF Baseball 
Complex. 
The victory gave the 
Knights, who are ranked 28th 
in the country, a 28-11 mark 
and a four-game winning 
streak entering their rematch 
with Florida Wednesday. 
Ahern struck out 14 batters 
and gave up four hits and two 
runs (one earned) in eight in-
nings of work. 
"Brian had a great perl'orm-
an c e," UCF Coach Jay 
Bergman said. "He got behind 
on a lot of batters but he still 
had that strike out pitch." 
Ahern, who walked six, had 
to endure two rain delays of 
about 15 minutes each. The 
junior said he had trouble 
pitching on the mound because 
of the steady rain that fell for 
most of the game. 
"The rain made it difficult to 
pitch," Ahern said. "I prefer a 
harder mound but it kept get-
ting softer and I couldn't push 
off of the mound." 
The Knights jumped out on 
top early and gave Ahern a 
lead to work with from the first 
inning. UCF took a 1-0 advan-
tage in the bottom of the first 
inning when Curtis Latzo 
scored from third when the 
catch er threw the ball in to 
centerfield while trying to 
throw out Mike Josephina. 
UCF added a second run 
during their next at bat. 
Randy Kotchman led off with a 
walk and advanced to second 
on Steve McClellan's bunt-
single. Desi~nated hitter 
Stanley Palm hit Kotchman 
home with a base-hit. 
The Bulls closed the gap to 
2-1 in the fourth on a line-drive 
solo home run by Scott Miller 
over the leftfield wall. 
Latzo then opened a two-run 
fifth with a walk and stolen 
base. Latzo advanced to third 
on a Carlos Agurto ground out 
and scored when the shortstop 
threw home wildly Kotchman 
later hit a looper to left field to 
knock in Josephina, making it 
4-1. 
USF added an unearned run 
in the seventh but UCF catcher 
Bobby Kiser put the game out 
of reach in the Knights' half of 
the seventh inning with a tow-
ering two-run homer. 
The Knight.s added an in-
surance run in the eighth to 
make it 7-2. Chuck Graham 
scored when Agurto faked a 
., 
em FollWord'ly1CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Bobby Kiser led the 10-hit UCF attack with a two-run homer and a 
single. 
bunt and hit a line-drive over finish the game for Ahern, who 
the charging second hadthrown149pitchesandsat 
baseman's head. through two delays. Bass gave 
In the ninth inning, · up one run but Still came in to 
Bergman brought in relievers record the final out and the 
Kevin Bass and Jimmy Still to save. 
Knights reent©r 
poll at No. 28 
by Chris Brady 
SPORTS EDITOR . 
After a two week hiat is, 
UCF baseball team jum 
back intothe ESPN/Colleg 
Baseball Top 30 po11. 
The Knights gainetJ 
28th spot in this week's 
after winning four out of 
games last week. UC 
feated No. 20 South Flond 
Tampa and Siena Coll 
three times. The only los 
the week came at the h ;i 
the No. 9 Florida Gators, 
beat the Knights 3-1. 
"We are right where 
want to be," UCF Coach 
Bergman said. "It shows 
we are finally beingrecogn 
as a top team." 
UCF was ranked 30th 
weeks ago after defea 
Michigan twice and Oklah 
but dropped out of the poG 
following week after losin 
Xavier. 
Bergman was not sur i 
Knights (27-11) would 
out of the poll again if they 
a game this week. The 
must play South Flori 
Florida International (2) 
home and Florida on the r 
"We just hav~ to ke 
ning and do the best that 
SEE POLL PAG 
Carbia captures national weightlifting title 
Carbia, other students looking to begin weightlifting program at UCF within next few years 
by Bill Foxworthy 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Ivan Carbia is a world-class athlete 
who attends UCF but there is not a 
team at UCF on which he can compete. 
Carbia is a weightlifter. UCF has 
never had a weightlifting team, but 
Carbia and many others believe the 
time for the formation of a team has 
come. 
Two weeks ago Carbia went to the 
Collegiate Nationals in Phoenix, Ariz., 
to compete in the individual category 
148-pound weight class. 
The idea was to have Carbia com-
pete, perform well, show his ability and 
prove the need for a UCF team. 
Carbia did do well and captured the 
national championship in the 148-
pound class. 
One of the two lifts in Olympic-style 
competition is the snatch, a lift where 
the weight is brought up in front of and 
then over the head of the lifter in one 
smooth motion. 
The other lift is the clean andjerk. In 
this event the baris brought first to the 
shoulders, then lifted over the head. 
Carbia 1ifted225 lb in the snatch and 
292 lb (17 pounds above his previous 
best) in the clean and jerk. The best-
ever total of 51 7 lb was enough to give 
him the national championship for his 
weight class. · 
"I had no idea I would win," Carbia 
said. "If we could have taken a team I 
think we could have taken the nation-
als." 
Carbia, 21, has been lifting for al-
most three years. 
He started weightlifting as a junior 
in high school. 
He was a wrestler and began lifting 
to build strength for wrestling. His 
coach persuaded him to lift for the 
school team. 
Though he <lid not do well in his first 
competition-he placed 13th out of13 
competitors, he kept training. The next 
year he was the Junior National Cham-
pion. 
His fast and steady ascent to the top 
of his sport came as the result of hard 
work rather than shortcuts. 
"I do my weightlifting drug-free," 
Carbia said, who has been tested and 
passed 10 drug tests in the past two 
years. 
"The rumor is that a lot of lifters are 
on steroids, but they (U.S. Weightlift-
ing Federation) are really trying to 
clean it up. 
"When I started lifting I assu rrwrl 
everyone who was successful WCI:- on 
drugs," he said. "Now I'm where those 
guys are and I found you can be suc-
cessful without drugs. 
"I don't try to say who is one steroids 
and who isn't. I don't want to talk be-
mnd people's back because who am.I to 
judge." 
Carbia is a full-time student major-
ing in Communications. He also works 
days on campus at least 10 hours a 
week and then at Disney World on the 
weekend for another 12to18 hours. He 
spends around three hours each week-
day lifting weights. 
''There is some technique involved," 
Carbia said of weightlifting. "But once 
you master the technique you've got 
nothing but strength to work with. 
Three-hundred pounds over your head 
is a lot of weight and technique won't 
lift it." 
Carbia has trained at the US Olym-
pic training center in Colorado 
Springs, Co. and competed in most of 
the United States. He has traveled to 
Venezuela, Cuba and Hungary for 
competitions. 
"My goal is to keep lifting, keep 
winning," Carbia said. "My dream is to 
go to the '92 Olympics. 
"But I also have to face reality. I have 
to get a job and make a career." 
Another goal Carbia has is to com-
pete on a team for UCF. There has been 
some talk of forming a team soon. 
"It's still in the stages of being 
worked out," he said. "But if we h 
team that could win the national c 
pionship it would be another plus 
UCF. 
Though he is not doing any gf 
planning ("I just do the lifting and 
someone else do the talking") C 
Ivan Carbia works on the routine and technique that won him the national chami 
onship last month. 
• 
The entertainment and feature supplement of ~ Central Florida Future 
The Klan, alive and well in Centr81 Florida 
by John Citrone and Bill Morrissey 
/,,::~ =*'~" The election of former Ku 
f~i W~\ Klux Klan member David 
~ - ~ Duke to the Louisiana 
·:::W . W? House of Representatives 
t!IB "';;tolent outburst of John Metzge~ 
and the White Aryan Resistance 
(skinheads) on an episode of Geraldo 
and current efforts tD stage an '.Aryan 
Woodstock' are just afew examples of 
the increased visibility of organized 
ract.sm.. 
Central Flnrida is not exempt from 
such ongoings. With the controversy 
surrotmdirrg the Klan's exclusion 
from the Mount Dora Christmas pa-
rade and the recent court case involv-
ing Florida Grand Dragon John 
Baumgardner' s violatiDn of l.ocal .fire 
codes (part of a cross-burning inci-
dent), there has been a new focus on 
white supremacy here in the heart of 
Ftorlda. 
Confetti spoke with Baumgardner 
at-a rally held by the Invisible Empire-
Knights of the KuKluxKlanonNovem-
ber 19, 1988. The rally took place on 
privately-owned land on the outskirts 
of Orlando. 
It seemed like just another week-
end barbecue or family gathering. A 
chain-link fence surrounded the 
property. Two plain-clothed sentries 
greeted the rally-goers with South-
ern hospitality. 
A cardboard sign read, "White 
Americans Only." 
Inside the gates, several casually-
dressed Klan members relaxed on 
and around a black pick-up truck 
which was adorned with the U.S. 
flag, the Confederate flag and the 
official banner of the KKK. 
Nearby, two men set up a display 
of KKK paraphernalia. Belt buckles, 
pins, patches aRd stickers decorated 
with the '"Blood Drop" emblem, a 
Klan symbol representing the purity 
of the white race, were arranged 
neatly on a table in front of them. 
Other novelties included license 
plates which read, '"The South Will 
Rise Again" and T-shirts that read, 
'"Thank God For Aids." 
A middle-aged man approa~hed. 
the table. He wore blue jeans, a blue 
and white button-down shirt and 
work boots. He was polite in his 
manner, and remained quiet and 
unobtrusive. He introduced himself 
as the Florida Grand Dragon of the 
Invisible Empire-Knights of the Ku 
Klux Klan. 
John Baumgardner: (This is a meet-
ing of) the Invisible Empire-Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan. which is the 
largest national Klan faction. There 
are probably 30 or 40 different Klan 
factions, none of them related. Flor-
ida is one of the most active Klan 
states in in the United States. 
Corifetti:: How did you come to be 
Grand Dragon? 
JB: Well, it was sort of a battlefield 
promotion. I sat around for a year, 
waiting for something to happen, and 
nothing was going to unless someone 
took the lead. Though I never copsid-
ered myself a leader or a spokesman, 
I believed 1n it enough that I over-
came my inhibitions about public 
speaking and meeting with the me-
dia. I said, '"It's got to be done," so I 
committed myself to do that. 
C: Why the name Invisible Empire? 
JB: It's like a historical name. I guess 
the reason they called it (that) is 
because, literally, it was an empire. It 
was made up of millions of people 
throughout the country and it was a 
secret organization. 
C: It is understood that you are a 
white Christian organization. Is that 
the overall Klan ethic? 
JB: Yeah, you must be a white Chris-
tian to be a member of this organiza-
tion. We accept Catholics, Protes-
tants of all denominations.Some 
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Klan groups in the past have not 
accepted Catholics. I think the rea-
son (for this) is because they felt the 
Catholics owed an allegiance to the 
Pope, which was a foreign deity, so to 
speak, and not American. 
C: Describe the ideology of the Klan. 
JB: We're racists. We don't pull any 
punches about that. We're white 
supremacists. We're not anti-black 
in that we're trying to harm black 
people. We're not anti-Jew in that 
we're trying to harm Jewish people. 
But we want to be separate from 
them. I believe that Judaism is a race 
rather than a religion. and that they 
are not a part of the white race. We 
believe that they are, in part, an evil 
influence in the world and especially 
on international level. We feel that 
the main enemy of the white Chris-
tian, in terms of the Jew, is the Zion-
ist Jew, or the international-minded 
internationalists banksters. People 
who promote · osophy of one-
worldism to form under one world 
· bank, one world government, one 
world church, one world religion of 
secular humanism. 
C: What part of our immigrants were 
of the white race and where did they 
SEE KLAN PAGE 7 
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The · 'Dream Team': ·aood actors at thelr worst 
Movie Review 
for murder. 
To add more to this worth-
less story, the mental pa-
tients try and save their doc-
tor from the two cops. but. as 
usual, are mistaken for the 
ones trying to kill him. 
Not even the comic abili-
ties of Keaton could save this 
flick. He plays the rebel. 
Billy, the one who continu-
ously gets into fights. 
Sounds like a guy named R 
un1ve1MJ1c1ty studiot P. McMurphy. Lloyd plays 
Michael Keaton, Christopher Uoyd, Peter Boyle and Stephen Furst star in Imagine Henry, the patient who ne-
Enteftainment's latest reiease, The Dream Team. The film opened nationwide March 31. glects his problems by taking 
on everyone elses. And to 
by Richard E. Karman 
round out the group, Boyle's character, 
Jack, thinks he's Jesus Christ. 
T E DREAM 1EAM 1s A movie that should have starred a bunch of no-named actors eagerly trying 
to build up a resume. Instead, the 
talents of some good actors are wasted. 
Movies 
When a film like One Ftew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest is made, filmmakers 
should stay as far away from the sub-
ject as possible, mainly because the 
movie will never be topped in its subject 
whether the clone is dramatic or a 
comedy. The only thing these two 
movies have in common is that Lloyd 
was in both. 
away to a hospital. This leaves his pa-
tients stranded in New York City. 
The Dream Team stars Michael Kea-
ton, Christopher Lloyd, Peter Boyle and 
Stephen Furst as four mental patients. 
Their doctor, who takes them on a field 
trip to see a baseball game, gets mugged 
after seeing a murder, and is taken 
After an hour elapses, the plot of the 
movie is finally addressed. The doctor 
saw two cops commit a murder and the 
catatonic Albert (Furst) saw the mug-
ging of his doctor. Hence, the two cops 
have to kill the doctor or else they'll burn 
The Dream Team puts together hope-
SEE DREAM PAGE 5 
The Generators got rhythin; Madonna still delights 
by Bill Morrissey 
• The Generators 
Artist: The Generators 
Producers: John Foster and 
Pete Moultak 
T HE DEBlIT RELEASE from the Orlando based rock quartet, The Gen-
erators, offers a refreshing 
blend of up-tempo music and 
the smooth rhythm of con-
temporaiy rock and roll. 
Together for two and a half 
years, members Pete Moul-
tak (guitar and vocals), C.H. 
Valentine (guitar, bass and 
vocals), Paul Schmitt (bass, 
keyboards and vocals) and 
Phil Fleetwood (drums and 
percussion) have assembled 
a pleasant mixture of six 
songs for the self-titled EP. 
Using bass rhythm tracks 
and progressions, the album 
takes on a "down home" feel-
ing, residing a bit in the vein 
of The Bodeans and RE.M .• 
but not so much that the 
music is a photocopy rip-off. 
This band has a distinctive 
sound and style, and the 
Albums 
music comes across with 
originality. 
Side one features three 
tracks, "Sweet Little Sheila, .. 
"She's Got It All" and "Pic-
tures of You." Each song 
exhibits some fine musician-
ship and a tightness that 
makes them both balanced 
and refined. 
Side two contains the rest 
of the disc, "Southern Girls," 
"Jenny's New Boyfriend" and 
the hard-driving "City 
Lights." The consistency of 
the record is impressive and 
flows with defiant precision. 
On the whole, The Genera-
tors have captured the es-
sence of quality rock and roll 
·and their debut is worth 
checking out. 
The band will also be ap-
pearing on "Gino's Locals 
Only Show" April 7 from 
midnight to 1 a.m. on WUCF 
radio, 89.9 FM. Doyourselfa 
favor and give them a listen. 
Our local bands need all the 
support they can get. 
by Steve Conner 
• Like A Prayer 
Artist: Madonna 
Producers: Madonna, 
Prince, Stephen Bray and 
Patrick Leonard · 
L IKE A PRAYER, Madonna's fourth stu-dio album, is filled 
with as many surprises as it 
is delights. 
' 
. : TOP TEN ALBUMS Week ending April 2, 1989 
Thfs fist Is compiled by the number of albums. cassettes. and 
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music and Video. 
1. Mellssa Etheridge 
Melissa Etheridge 
2. Like A Prayer 
Madonna 






6. Appeflslte For Destruction 
Guns 'n' Roses 
/ 
It has been almost four 
years since Madonna's last 
LP, True Blue, and the ma-
turity she experienced dur-
ing that hiatus is evident in 
almost every note of this 
project. 
The album opens with 
Madonna's fastest-rising 
single to date, "Like A 
Prayer ... The title track is the 
perfect example of the eXt:ent 
to which Madonna's produc-
7. Out Of Order 
Rod Stewart 
8 .. Traveling Wllburys Vol. 1 
Traveling Wllburys 
9. Guns 'n' Roses Uve 
Guns N' Roses 
10. Silhouette 
KennyG. 
tion abilities have extended. 
The musical accompaniment 
is the strongest she has pro-
duced to date. 
Madonna has also taken 
her lyrical ability to new 
heights. Songs like "Express 
Yourself' and "Keep It To-
gether" seem to toss off the 
old clothes of the 'Material 
Girl' days and adorn ones of 
experienced and mature 
womanhood. Lyrics like, 
"Long stem roses are the way 
to your heart but/He needs 
to start with your head/ Satin 
sheets are very romantic, 
what happens when you're 
not in bed," seem to make fun 
of the Boy-Toy image of old. 
"Love Song," Madonna's 
first project with pop-aficio-
nado Prince, shows the re-
gions to which she has ex-
panded her musical callee-
SEE ALBUM PAGE 5 
Calendar 
• Enzian Theatre 
The British film The Dress-
maker, based on Beryl" 
Bainbridge's acclaimed novel 
of the same name, will be 
shown at 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. Aprtl 6 through April 9, 
with an additional showing at • 
5 p.m. on Saturday and Sun-
day at the Enzian Theatre. 
Tickets for the shows are $5 
and can be purchased at the 
box office. 
• Shakespeare Festival 
The ninth installment in the 
continuing Shakespeare Fes-
tival will take place at 7 p.m. 
on April 7 at the Orlando 
Public Library Magnolia 
Room. The lecture is titled 
"Community and 
Shakespeare's TI1eatre." Jim 
Volz, Managing Director, Ala-
bama Shakespeare Festival, 
will deliver the lecture cover-
ing Shakespeare festivals in 
Amertca and their relation-
ships with their communi-
ties. 
• Florida Symphony 
At 8 p.m. on April 6 and 8, the 
Flortda Symphony Orchestra 
will be performing it's Master-
works #9 at the Bob Carr 
Performing Arts Centre. Call 
the Centre for ticket informa-
tion regarding this Flortda 
Symphony prcx:luction. 
• Comedy Jam II 
Nationally known comedians 
John Mendoza and Carol 
Lelfer will perform at 8 p.m. 
on Aprtl 7 in the UCF Gym. 
John Mendoza was recently 
chosen one of the five most 
promising comedians in the 
country. Carol Leif er has 
appeared on the David Letter-
man show more than a dozen 
times and was the subject of 
her own Cinemax comedy 
special. Tickets for the show 
are $3 for students and $8 
plus handling fees for the 
general public. Tickets are 
available at the Kiosk and all 
Ticket.Master locations. 
• Elephant Man 
The Seminole Community 
College Fine Arts Theatre will 
present its Una! production of 
the season, Bernard 
Pomerance's highly ac-
claimed play The Elephant 
Man. The shows will begin at 
8 p.m. Aprtl 12-15, with a 
matinee at 2 p.m. on April 16. 
Tickets for the performances 
are $6 general admission and 
$5 for senior citizens and 
students. For reservations 
and information, call 323-
1450. 
Confetti 
Suzannah G. Terry 
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Steven M. Conner 
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Ruth King: · On to something big with a positive message 
Photo Courl•Y of Ruth King! 
Singer/guitarist Ruth King's approach to music hos led to a 
future performance in the S.E. College Regiona Market. 
Snow White, Rob Lowe and 
Jodie Foster ... Eew, blech!! 
by Steve Conner 
W EIL FOLKS, "the most glamorous night of the year" is over. 
And boy are we glad. What 
was supposed to be the ulti-
mate in Hollywood chic 
looked more like a joke. 
The opening number 
could not have been any 
more ridiculous. I mean who 
thought of such a stupid 
Network 
Personally, I was voting for 
Dangerous Ltasons. but no 
one listens to me anyway. 
I think the one award that 
did get everyone's attention 
was Jodie Foster's take of the 
Best Actress statue. Many 
were betting on Glenn Close, 
me included. 
by Steve conner 
K AGE 9, Rimi KING PICKED up a guitar. The feeling the instrument gave her was a powerlul one, second only to the 
music that erupted from it . Today, Ruth King 
is on her way to becoming something big. 
Her music elicits feelings of hope and 
prosperity for the future- not exactly com-
mon topics covered in the music of today. 
The child of a racially mixed marriage, her 
mother is white and her father is black, she 
has been influenced by everything from 
Glenn Campbell to The Arch1es and Aretha 
Franklin to 01.is Redding. 
In talking about her influences as a child, 
Ruth said she was "raised around her 
, mother's family and heard lots of white 
music, never any soul or R&B." 
Ruth King's musical interests basically 
started at birth. Hermotherwas the singer in 
a jazz band that also featured her father on 
drums. Ruth's early years were surrounded 
by music-especially jazz. That jazz environ-
ment has carried over into today. 
With the help of the Hot Jazz Blues Band, 
Ruth recorded a demo in 1987 entitled, "So 
Special." That project led to "an incredible 
working relationship. Performing with the 
band was such an experience. When we 
perlormed sometimes I would sit out and the 
band wouldjust play. It's amazing how eve-
rything comes together." (Ruth now per-
forms on her own.) 
Ruth explained how jazz musicians rely on 
the "energy" of the other players in the band to 
give their music that "creative flow." The "en-
ergy" that gives Ruth her creative flow is Jes us. 
Don't get her wrong, she's not a Christian singer 
with some heavy message she wants to lay on 
everyone, she just relies on her religion to give 
her musjc life. 
Ruth said that her aim during a concert is 
"to plant mental and emotional seeds" in the 
minds of the people in the audience. 
Her aim is to get people to think and her 
choice of songs usually accomplishes that all 
on their own. Songs dealing with personal 
experiences to experiences of everyday life 
are common subjects of her material. 
Her approach to music is obviously a suc-
cessful one. The crowd in attendance at her 
lunch-time performance a cou p1e of weeks 
ago at the Wild Pizza was a very appreciative 
one. 
College performances come easy for Ruth 
She believes that "because of the stage of life 
that college students are in, they are much 
more receptive to my music ... 
Her abilities have led to a body of work on 
the new Trace Balin album, Champions and 
a video of her own going into production later 
this month. 
When faced with the question of what the 
future may hold, Ruth insists that there is a 
market for her type of music and she is going 
to find it. 
• • • 
Ruth will reunite with the Hot Jazz Blues 
Band for a performance at 9:00 p.m. on 
Saturday, April 8 at the Winter Park Brewing 
Co . 
production. I 
can just picture 
it, a bunch of 
people sitting 
around a table 
saying, .. What 
do you guys 
think of having 
Rob Lowe and a 
Snow White rip-
off sing 50's hits 
with changed 
lyrics that talk 





there ls one ma-






thing must be 
done to radify 
the require-
ments for each 
Alter Ego, once a favorite of just the campus crowd, is beginning to carve a niche for 
themselves in the Orlando music circle. 
Jodie Foster 
Another guy chimes in, 
'"Yeh, and how about if we 
have dancers dressed up as 
tables with lamps on their 
heads for a background?" 
·The real stopper is that tpey 
agreed· on it. 
The idea the Academy had 
for presenters was a good 
one. Rather than use one 
host, the producers decided 
to use . popular screen 
couples and couples who 
stand out in the public eye. 
The only problem with this 
idea was that we should have 
seen more of couples like 
Jimmy Stewart and Kim 
Novak and Lucille Ball and 
Bob Hope, instead, we got 
tabloid couples like Don 
Johnson and Melanie Grif-
fith that are available at any 
grocery store aisle. 
As far as the actual awards 
went, things were pretty 
much as expected. Dustin 
Hoffman, of course, took 
Best Actor and Rain Man got 
the award for Best Picture. 
category. 
Even though Kevin Kline 
deserved his award, he didn't 
deserve it in the Best Sup-
porting Actor category. Same 
·with Geena Davis. Both of 
these actors were on screen 
for more than half the time of 
the film, aside from the fact 
that they were central char-
acters to the plot. 
The problem of nominee 
selection might be in the 
people who do the selecting, 
but my feelings rest with the 
requirements. 
Let's just hope that next 
year we might actually get a 
taste of what this year's 
Academy Awards · show 
promised to deliver. 
And the winners of the Con-
fetti and Litchfield/UC6 Cin-
ema Academy Awards Con-
test: 
Denise Tybor (Bus. Ad.) 
Steve Grabowski (Film Prod.) 
Peter Gomez (R-TV) 
Alter Ego finally gets respect 
by Dan Horowitz 
A :rER-EGO. A LOCAL PROGRESSIVE rock group, has a well-deserved following in the Orlando area. Several of the band 
members are also UCF students. Steve 
Krone, a Communication major, plays lead 
guitar; Matt Ladnier, on bass, is majoring in 
Deaf Education; Kelly Greene the drummer, 
is a business major and Richard Schooptng, 
the lead singer, is taking the semester off. 
David Thomas is the only member of the 
band that is attending a different university. 
He is currently enrolled at the University of 
Florida as a music major. 
The band was formed three years ago 
when Krone, Greene, Schooping, and Tho- · 
mas were going to do their first show and 
needed to find a bass player. 
Ladnier was asked to play bass for the 
band, and. only four days before the concert, 
chose the band's name. According to Rich the 
name fits "'cause we're all just completely 
different people. We all share the same pas-
sions, but then we also go in different direc-
tions." 
The band agreed that the combination of 
people makes for a unique sounding band. 
But at this point in their career they're not 
wonying about the classification of their 
music. 
While the band usually plays about 6()016 
covers, they want to start playing all origi-
nals. The originals they do play are "so open 
that you can interpret them any way," said 
Rich. Matt believes that "different people go 
through different levels of growth.. and the 
songs can be understood on many levels. 
After the interview the band played three 
sets in Sweeny's and showed the energy and 
talent that makes them unique. Rich came 
onstage, dressed all in black, looking like 
Michael Hutchence. the lead singer of INXS, 
without the goofy tie. 
They opened up with a version of INXS's 
"It's the One Thing." The band was very well 
received, but the audience was not in a 
dancing mood. But their minds changed half· 
way through the first set, and they hit the 
dance floor. Steve's guitar along with the 
sheer volume of music was enough to do the 
trick. . 
Rich displays a good voice, but a major 
problem is his habit of either mumbling some 
of the lyrics or being drowned out by the 
music. 
On drums Kelly plays with such power 
that it seems he .must go through a drum set 
a week. Dave's keyboards add a certain 
unique quality to their songs. Matt's bass 
evens out the band's sound and Steve's in-
credible guitar hooks and energy can steal 
the show. 
All in all it was an excellent performance. 
FIGHT CELLULITE · ~ 
EFFECTIVELY · Z 
TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK 
~ WITH -r ' • 
lnfroSlim: ,Ill ~ 
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces .E-4 
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- H 
ment of cellulite and body con- :( 
touring. Call today for your free $l 
consultation. ~ 
$19.95 ~ 
FIRST TREATMENT ~ 
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! 
Where The Sun Always Shines! 
•••••••••••• 
Buy 5 Visits "'. ; 
Get 5 Free!; 
$29.95 = 
Sign up a friend and get 2 1
1 , visits free! 
•I Coupon expires 4/30/89 •• ••••••••••• 
TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON 
TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-7 P.M. • SUN:12-6 
Call for appointment Nails by Patricia 10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 
... you know it's <;;oodings I 




ALL FLAVORS LIMIT 5 PER COUPON 
PER CUSTOMER 
GOODINGS COUPON 
BOX 8pc. Fried Chicken 
2 Breasts $
3 9 9 
I 
2 Legs · I 
2 Thighs : 
2 Wings . • I 
MUST BE REDEEMED IN GOODING'S UNIVERSITY DELI DEPARTMENT 
DOUBLE COUPONS 
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS 
OPEN 24 HOURS -
Prices & Items Effective April 6 Th ru April 13th 1989 
OF WINTER PARK 
UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD 
GOODINGS COUPON 
25¢0FF 
The price per lb. of imitation 
crab salad in our Seafood Dept. 
"We promise the best customer 
service and friendliest personal of 
any Grocery Store in area- Thank 
You, from us, Goodings University" 
WINTER PARK 
Unlveratty & Goldenrod 
677-4500 (Quantity Rights Reserved) 
• 
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?\LB'\JM FROM PAGE 2 subjects of the past. DREAM FROM PAGE 2 until Crocodlle Dundee came 
out. 
tion. Prince's stgnafure style of production 
· d ocal use couldn't complement Ma-
donna any further. 
The two ballads Madonna tackles on the 
album only serve to widen the musical scope 
... • d . she covers. Ma onna has replaced slick 
production with strings and keyboards, to 
create music that ls both moving and sad. 
~ sadness of her new material stems 
from the obviously personal things she has 
chosen to write about. Topics covering cop-
ing with her mother's death to her divorce 
Probably the most hauntingly realistic 
song on the album, "Till Death Do Us Part," 
tells the sordid details of her combative rela-
tionship with Sean. Using graphic lyrics like, 
"He takes a drink, she goes inside/He starts 
to scream, the vases fly /He wishes that she 
wouldn•t cry /He's not in love with her any-
more," Madonna tells her story. Like A 
Prayer easily delivers as one of the most 
anticipated albums of the year. Madonna has 
come through with a product that is both 
tenderly expressive and extremly listenable. 
less comic sketches as each The storyline of The . 
of the four are on their own in Dream Team didn't make 
N. Y. C. The only thing I can you care about any of the 
laugh about referring to this water-colored depth charac-
film is that they actually ters and the scenes seemed 
found somebody to produce to be put together as haphaz-
it. It has no sense of direction ardly as Pink Floyd's The 
and is poorly written. The Wall. The only thing is that 
best scene in the whole film The Wall was entertaining. 
isn't even a spoken line. Karman's.Vldeo Pick · 
Keaton gets the biggest laugh The home video pick for the 
by just using body language. weekend is Taps. Timothy 
Surprisingly, thetalentsof Hutton stars as a cadet 
Howard Zieff were used to whose military academy is 
direct this watered-down being shut down. Refusing to 
~-_.,,...-------------------------------- version of a poor comedy. I stand by idly and watch, 
,.rom "sean Penn setve as replacements for 
her bubble-gum chewing, teeny-bopper 
Madonna has shed yet another personae 
and in the process allowed a more creative, 
more expressive pop star to emerge. 
=oi"'.-co""~ooococoC>Oacoccc:iooooocoacooo:>ooooooooooooooo=coco=""'~....C---....o-...Q thought Zieff, who directed Hutton takes command of 
i
s . . . The. . ' . . . . . . ~ Private Beryaman, would be his school and holds it hos-
able to see that this film isn't tage from the outside world. 
• " funny at all. Zleffs Private Tom Cruise and Sean Penn 
D NK Beajaman was the all-time add to the roll call of young §, . · money maker of a fall-re- actors that help make this 
• 
~ leased movie for six years film enjoyable. 
I 'i';~;~ l.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiliiiiliiiiiiliiiiliiiiiililliliiiiiiiiiiiilii _____ ;;;. 
~AMIN GO 
.Vintage Clot~g .Company 
Men's Formal Wear & Rentals 
~ reniS'iWOmen1St1othlng~~ 
~~~~~::},_-!~;from the 1890's to the 1960's2:-: 
--:--:~- :,~-:~--:::_::---:.:. ~-.:::::.:.: ;:_-_ ~ ~ --=-----~--=_:. 
-"=r...-:--_-.°2-=;= 726 Vassar St. (College Park):_. 
-- Orlando, FL 32802 ~ 
(907) 422-2012 ~ 
-ObocccCC.oQCCCCCCCC~ . 
·1 really don~ have lo lelJ Linda about 
AIDS. They're leaching about it in school.· 
"Why discuss AIDS with my Johnny? 
He isn't gay.• 
"lfl talk to them about AIDS, they'll 
think it's okay to have sex.• 
If you're lhinkinganyol'these thoughts, 
you 're not doing all you should lo prolect 
your teenager from AIDS. 
So put your embarrassment and your 
fear or encouraging sex aside. 
Just sit dCM'Tl and tell lhem the facts. 
Tell them that you just can1 be sure 
who's infected wilh'the AIDS virus. 
Sometimes it can be carried for year.; 
without any symptoms. 
Tell them thiit since they can't pos-
sibly knOIN who's infected they mu!>I use 
' precautions to protect U1emselves. 
Tell them if they're having sex, they 
must always use a condom. And not 
having sex is still the best protection. 
Tell them that AIDS is incurable, 
there's no vaccine, and once you gel 
it you'll likely die. 
Then tell them it's preventable. 
Tell them everything you can about 
AIDS. But make sure you tell them n~ 
AIDS Because by the time you think they're old enough to know, 
---- it might be loo late. 
If you think you can't get it, 
you're dead wrong. 
"'* lfO)tktU'ntlflt t:AIJ. •J: t!4Wf"LM 014~...-JjJ~ '*NITlh 1tA Y CUYQ 
~~ttn1hl••• !'AW . ... ,,.., •• • :r-.NTLO.lMl\U~ tuiom_ 
.. ~ ltl Till1 -NARU lJIUftTT UY.Al .Ttl UU'AITW>..lfT. '11""-cJ2:U 
.UNIVERSITY 
Contprehensive 
Mental Health Care 
for 
BEHAVIORAL CENTER 
Children, Adolescents & Adults 
• Etnotional & Behavioral Disorders 
• Depression & Anxiety 
• Stress-Related Probletns 
and resulting Akohol & Drug Abuse 
24-Hour Jfopefine 282-3000 
ocated in Central Florida Research Park • 2500 Discovery Drive • Orlando, FLorida 32867 
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UCF musicians take to Orlando 
stages as Two-Flower's Luggage 
Two-Flower's Luggage, consisting of, from left to right, Palmer O'Halloren, Jeni Zohn, Logan 
Belle and Lenl Quilantang ore one of the local bonds contributing to a surge in the Orlando 
underground music scene. Is this surge in underground music on indication of what Ortondo 
might look like in the years to come? 
by Dan Horowitz 
0 RI.ANDO 1s 1HE SITE of a rising tide of new music. The increase in the number of underground music clubs has not 
only helped to spur on Orlando's exposure to 
national acts, it has provided local bands an 
arena for their music. One such group ts 
Two-Flower's Luggage. 
Two-Flower's Luggage is a four-member 
band consisting of Palmer O'Halloren (elec-
mc guitar), Logan Belle (acoustic guitar and 
vocals), Lem Quilantang (vocals and percus-
sion) and Jeni Zohn (violin). Each of them 
attends UCF. They are studying for degrees 
in general business administration. English-
creative writing, environmental engineering 
and physics, respectively. 
O'Halloren and Belle, the two founding 
members of the band. have been together 
about seven months. They founded the group 
last September on Zohn's 20th birthday, 
when they made a tape for her as a birthday 
gift. After the Christmas break, they put an 
ad in the paper for a singer, which resulted in 
Quilantang's arrival. 
Their rather interesting name comes from 
Teny Pratchet's fantasy novel, The Ught Fan-
tastic. Two Flower, the main character, has 
an animated trunk which he calls The Lug-
gage. 
.. Regressive progressive," as the band clas-
silles itself, is "a little bit of the past [and] a 
little of the future," and "not like anything 
you hear on the radio," explained O'Halloren. 
While the band's original material does fall in 
this category, they also do cover material. 
"We do performance covers," Zohn ex-
plained. -We don't want to duplicate the song 
we're covering." 
Belle added, "We peivert it...but in a good 
way." 
The group's philosophy is varied and 
undefined as of yet. O'Halloren said it was 
being socially and environmentally con-
scious and Belle agreed. 
Zohn described it by saying, "We try to 
keep the word 'baby' out of our songs as 
much as possible." 
What do the band members think of what 
is on the radio? 
"When I hear that stuff [loud top 40 music 
coming from car radios] , I blast talk shows 
back at them." was Zohn's answer. 
O'Halloren added that he likes "songs 
about fast women and breasts." Be 11 e 
tried to proceed more seriously. Saying that 
while he doesn't listen to the radio much, he 
thinks that music is changing. that good 
musicians are receiving award now 
O'Halloren retorted jokingly " wards are for 
capitalist. fascist, bourgeois pigs." 
On March 15. Two-Flower·s Luggage 
played at Cafe Noir. a Vietnamese restaurant 
that f eatur s a "coffee hou e" format on 
Monday and Wednesday. They played an 
eleven-song set beginning wi h an untitled 
instrumental that O'Halloren called ihat 
Floydian Bit". Just he and Belle were on stage 
and, while it was original, the Pink. Floyd 
influence was clearly heard. 
Belle led the band with his vocal skills on 
"Walking in the Sky." The vocals and the 
music blended nicely to provide a song that 
was a definite improvement on the preceding 
instrumental. 
The song "Believe," featuring Quilantang's 
vocals, proved without a doubt the girl can 
sing. She displayed masterful control over 
her voice which made for a wonderful song. 
The height of the evening came when Belle 
took the stage, holding a rather suspicious-
looking cigarette and sang "Stairway to 
Heaven ... Mon," a reggae version of Led 
Zeppelin's classic. This won the audience 
over completely as he sang about "seeing 
ganja in the trees." 
Later the band played a rousing number 
about racism called "Funktrain." The guitar 
work makes this one of the best of the set. 
The finale was the band's only cover, Jimi 
Hendrix's "Hey Joe." Unfortunately, it seems 
that the only one that can do Hendrix justice 
was the man himself. 
All in all, the band was fantastic. The 
combination of styles brought out a unique 
sound that was thoroughly enjoyable. Zohn's 
violin work should be especialfy noted. This 
band plays as one, and it is heard in the 
music. 
Talk<ibout AIDS 
before it hits home. 
ST. JOSEPH'S 
CATHOLIC CHLTRCH 
Saturday Vigil Mass 
6:00 P.M. 
Sunday Masses 
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon 
Choir Rehearsal 
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M. 





This December or Recent Graduates 
Put Your New College Degree To Work 
Bright, agressive individual required for develo~ 
ment & expansion of major national corporation, ex-
panding in Central Florida. 
Management trainees beginat$1200/mo. +OT with 
lstyearincomeof$17,000, minimum. Advancementto 
management based on performance and merit, annual 
eammgs growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Recent 
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenn 
at (407) 843-5411 or send resume to: 
Enterprise Co. 
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801. •1 
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN 
We offer: • 20-35 hours per week 
• Flexible scheduling 
• 11 area locations 
• Training program 
• Competiti"\l.e compensation 
If you will be graduating in the next 18 months and are 
interested in part time work to gain management e~ 
rience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411. 
r-------------------
HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-6:00pm 
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES 
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Older supporter·s of the Klan, as well as their young offspring, were in attendance at a support rally for the group. (Photo at right) Females of the Skinhead 
(; movement gaze at Klan paraphernalia being sold at the rally. 
KLAN FROM PAGE 1 
originate? 
JD: (pause) I guess, scientifically, 
you could say proto-Indo European 
peoples, the fair-skinned peoples of 
ScandiD.avia. people of Europe, Eng-
land, Ireland. Scotland, France. You 
know, people of that Western Euro-
pean descent who look white. 
C: We understand you are striving for 
segregation. To what extent? 
'; JB: We want total segregation. We'd 
like to see a three-tiered sygtem with 
a black school, a white school, and an 
integrated school and let people 
choose where they want to send their 
children. 





JB: There is 
no doubt 
that it is 
gaining. 
There is no 
doubt about 
tt. As far as 
members. it 
is moving 
real slow. John Baumgardner 
but as far as supporters, and people 
who say and claim to support the 
Klan. it's substantial. 
C: Do you have any affiliation on the 
Florida university campuses? 
' .. 
I ~ I. l A ,. 
JB: rd rather not say. Students, we 
do have. It would be a risk for them to 
try and initiate something. I was 
assistant supervisor of grounds at 
Valencia Community College until 
they found out I was in the Klan and 
they fired me. 
C: Do you have an affiliation with the 
Orlando skinheads? 
JB: We're frtends with them. They're 
not members. 
C: Do you advocate any of the vio-
lence that goes on? 
JD: Well, the Klan has been a violent 
organization. I'm not trying to deny 
that. We're not apologiZing for it. We 
believe it was necessary. We under-
stand why it happened. We're not 
going to go out and attack people, but 
we will defend ourselves, and we will 
defend our people in any way that we 
have to. 
C: If one of your members was found 
advocating personal attacks on 
blacks or Jews ... 
JB: (sternly) It wouldn't last long. 
C: They'd be out of the organization? 
JB: We'd find out about it immedi-
ately and we'd take whatever action 
is internally necessary to prevent 
that from happening. 1 
C: Would it be legal action ? 
JB: Strictly by the book. That is inter-
nal Klan business and I'd rather not 
talk about it. If they committed a 
crime there is a possibility that we 
would have to turn them in if we 
knew about it. 
So you think you know rap? We've got a contest for you. Just match the rap I 
word with the right meaning. The three contestants with the most correct I 
answers wins one of the latest rap albums from PolyGram records. I 
Assistant News Editor Needed 
If interested, please call Crickett at 
The Central Florida Future 275-2865 
1. Word, Word up 
2. Jammies 
3. Kickin' 




· 8. Homegirl/boy 
9. Down-by-law 
10. Def 
11 . lllin' .:._ 





17. Chilly most 
18. Dis 
19. Fly 
20. Get busy 




25. Bitty '- . 
26. Trecherous, treach 
27. Hook up 
28. Buff 
29. Chilling hard 




~To disrespect, to say some things about someone 
_ After a hard day at schoo you'll probably be doing this. 
_Good looking. 
_This means to move it, do something at once. 
_To pay back a debt. 
_Stylish, cool - a fly person dresses in this way. 
Sneakers. 
Power. 
_ Something that is done wrong or not well. 
Same as "crew." 
_A state of uncool , when you're on a different course. 
_The same as chilling. 
To follow someone around. 
_ Living great or well. 
_A girl. 
Listen to this. 
To leave. 
_Something great, def or fresh. 
_A group of people who hang out together. 
_Cool, hip. 
Clothes. 
_ As def as it gets. 
_Live, hot (as in a description of a great show). 
_Copying, imitating. 
_Smashed, drunk or high. 
The ultimate of state of relaxation . 
_An expert or a description of that person's work. 
_Acting crazy. 
_An expression of understanding or agreement. 
A close friend. 
_ Great, the best, a description of a def jam or movie 
_To relax, cool out. 
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2238 Winter Woods Blvd., Winter Park, Fl. 
Phone No.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... ( 407). 678-8400 Send this to: Yo! Confetti Raps!, The Central Florida Future, P. 0 Box 25000, UCF, Orlando, FL 32816, or drop 
it by our news office (275-2865) Deadline is 10 am. Tuesday, March 21, when we'll draw the win~ers . 
Future staff members are inelligible Contest courtesy of PolyGram Records and Word Up Magazme. 
L-------------------------------~ 
CLASSES FORMING NOW! 
,_ ~,:;:::.:,. · ~=~,i~·I I 
COMING THURSDAY APRIL 13th... •·i 
EDUCATION JOB FAIR 
SPONSORED BY THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND 
THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER 
A chance for UCF students and school 
district officials to get together to 
· discuss teaching opportunities 
PARTIAL LIST OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS 11 
BREVARD HERNANDO OSCEOLA ~\-
BROWARD HIGHLANDS PALM BEACH ®:~~~ 
~~!::TIE ~~l~~~~~H ~~~~:A 1 ·
DADE MARTIN ST. LUCIE ~~~~: 
DUVAL MONROE SEMINOLE l\1~ 
FLAGLER OKEECHOBEE VOLUSIA ~~~'~W 
GADSON ORANGE CHARLTON (GA) I'~~ 
~~~i~i 
R~HESTER (MICH) ROCHESTER (N.Y.) I 
:tut LOCATION : UCF EDUCATION GYMNASIUM - MAIN CAMPUS 1\11 
~*®* . . ~ ~~"11~1: ~ 
I . TIME : 9 AM To NOON & 1 PM To 3 PM I 
~~~*~ -. ~~~ii~1l~ 
f.~; . ,. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT CORINNE RUSSO IN THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361 Jl1~~~ 
......... 111Yl:IJilfAiltJ[it!if~,ff£111!l1f~f~rt:~,ftJ;q:;i1~MJ.1f:l~~11ttt'lntflff~;UIL111llllllla-
